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Explanations have become increasingly recognized as central to learning and
intelligence. To explore the content and constructionof human explanations, detailed protocol analyses were performedon the explanationsthat subjectsproduced
while learning about a fictional system. During the system learning phase of the
experiment,subjects received a series of diagramsfor a system and then explained
how it worked. During the troubleshootingphase, in the absence of the diagrams,
subjects explained relations between problematicsymptoms and their faults. To
examine the evolution of explanationswith learning, subjects explained the same
system diagrams and the same symptom-fault relations multiple times. Explanations varied considerablybetween system learningand troubleshooting,indicating
that different goals produceddifferentexplanations.During system learning, subjects focused almost exclusively on functional explanations, exhibiting no trend
toward deeper mechanistic explanations over time. To constructthese functional
understandings,subjects primarily instantiatedexisting knowledge in memory,
specializing it to explain the purposes of individual components. During troubleshooting, subjects still focused on function but included a much wider variety of
functionalinformationin their explanationsas well as higher proportionsof topographicaland mechanisticinformation.Ratherthan focusing on individualcomponents, subjects focused on qualitative relations between components as they
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to understand
forwardcausalrelationsfromfaultsto symptoms.Also,
attempted
unlike system learning,explanationsduringtroubleshootingevolved significantlyover time, shiftingfromqualitativereasoningto reminding.The topography and coherence of the diagramsstudied in system learningaffected
Duringsystemlearning,explanationswere
subjects'explanationssubstantially:
moreefficient and mechanisticwhen topographyand coherencewere present
thanthey were when they were absent.Duringtroubleshooting,these factors
of symptom-faultrelations,as well as to higherrates
led to fasterunderstanding
of remindings,perhapsthroughimprovedindexing.
Increasing numbers of researchers in the cognitive sciences have recognized
that explanations are central to human and artificial intelligence, playing
central roles in learning, memory, language, and problem solving. The study
reported in this article explores the human ability to construct and use
explanations, examining the explanations that people use to understand and
troubleshoot physical systems, such as industrial plants and satellites. Two
aspects of people's explanations will be of interest. First, we examine explanation content. Do people prefer to construct explanations at the topographical, functional, or mechanistic level? Second, we examine the cognitive
procedures that people use to construct explanations. Do people construct
explanations through instantiation, qualitative reasoning, analogy, casebased reasoning, or general search strategies?
We further address three factors that could potentially affect the content
and construction of explanations. First, we examine whether people produce
different explanations when pursuing different goals. How do explanations
constructed to understand a system's operation differ from explanations
constructed to troubleshoot it? Second, we explore how different types of
information presented for a system during learning produce different explanations. How do differences in a system's topography and coherence affect
explanations of its operation? Third, we explore how explanations evolve
with repeated exposure to a system. Do explanations progressively deepen,
evolving from superficial topographical descriptions to functional and eventually mechanistic accounts of system operation?

CURRENTPERSPECTIVESON EXPLANATION
We begin with a brief review of recent work in cognitive science that
addresses explanation in human and artificial intelligence. As the data from
our study will illustrate later, current theories capture various aspects of
human explanation, with no one theory providing a complete account.

Roles of Explanations
Explanations play a variety of important roles in intelligence, entering into
category formation, category assignment, language comprehension, analog-
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ical reasoning, problem solving, and memory organization. During category
learning, an explanation can form the basis of a new category (e.g., Ahn,
Brewer, & Mooney, 1992; DeJong & Mooney, 1986; Keller, 1988; Mitchell,
Keller, & Kedar-Cabelli, 1986; Mostow, 1983; Murphy & Medin, 1985;
Pazzani, 1991; Schank, Collins, & Hunter, 1986). For example, knowledge
about alcohol intoxication can be used to construct a common explanation
for the diverse behaviors that constitute the category of drunken acts (e.g.,
wearing lamp shades as hats, jumping into swimming pools clothed, howling
at the moon). Because all of these behaviors can be explained in the same
way, they form a category.
Once an explanation-based category has been formed, the explanations
constructed to link its members can serve as the basis for recognizing new
members (e.g., Chi, Feltovich, & Glaser, 1981; DeJong & Mooney, 1986;
Kass, 1990; Kass, Leake, & Owens, 1986; Keller, 1988; Leake, 1992; Mitchell et al., 1986; Ram, 1992; Schank, 1986). For example, the explanation that
high alcohol consumption produces low inhibition can be used to categorize
running naked down the street as a drunken act. Once lack of inhibition has
been explained by high alcohol consumption, any uninhibited act is a potential category member.
During language comprehension,explanatoryknowledge in memoryenables
causal inferences for events described in a text (e.g., Kass, 1990; Kass et al.,
1986; Leake, 1992; Ram, 1992; Read & Cesa, 1991; Schank, 1986). For example, if a character visits a restaurant,explanatory knowledge produces the
default causal inference that hunger was responsible. In this way, observed
events produce inferences about their causes, which in turn produce further
inferences about the event (e.g., the character will eat at the restaurant).
During analogy, explanations from one conceptual domain can be used to
understand phenomena in another (e.g., Collins & Gentner, 1987; Gentner,
1989; Holyoak & Thagard, 1989). For example, a science text might explain
the relations between the particles in an atom as being similar to the relations
between the planets and the sun. To the extent that the explanations in one
domain can be bound to the entities in another, they can explain phenomena
in both.
During problem solving, explanations play a variety of important roles
depending on the type of problem. During troubleshooting, explanations can
help find the cause of problematic symptoms, suggesting potential faults that
might be responsible (e.g., de Kleer & Brown, 1983; Forbus, 1984). During
planning, explanations justify why future actions should be performed to
achieve a goal, or why the world will change in certain ways (e.g., Kolodner
& Simpson, 1989; Wilensky, 1983).
Finally, explanations provide a means of organizing knowledge in memory. In particular, explanations index expectation failures such that similar
failures can be avoided in the future (e.g., Hammond, 1990; Kolodner &
Simpson, 1986; Ram, 1992; Schank, 1982, 1986). For example, several
failed business ventures may be stored in memory with the common expla-
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nation that inadequate market analysis caused their demise. When later
examining a new business venture, the observation that no market analysis
was performed would access the previous ventures in memory, leading to the
prediction that the new venture will fail unless market analysis is performed.

Modelsof Explanation
A wide variety of computational models has been proposed to account for the
roles of explanation in intelligence. These include models of explanationbased learning, explanation patterns, qualitative reasoning, analogical reasoning, and case-based reasoning. We review only these five classes of
models in this article, because we find some evidence for each of them in the
study reported here (for additional discussion of such models, see Hammond
& Seifert, 1991).
In models of explanation-based learning, a theory about a category is
transformed into a set of observable features that identifies category members (e.g., DeJong & Mooney, 1986; Keller, 1988; Mitchell et al., 1986;
Mostow, 1983). Two phases constitute this process: learning and instantiation. During the learning phase, the theory about a category serves as a
deductive system for inferring observable features that indicate category
membership. By chaining together rules within the theory, an explanation is
formed that justifies why category members should possess certain observable features. Once formed, this explanation is decontextualized to form a
general rule for categorization. During the instantiation phase, entities that
instantiate an existing rule are assigned to the category, bypassing the
lengthy deductive process necessary to categorize the initial member that
produced the rule. Over the course of learning, many such rules that specify
diverse observablecriteriamay be formedfor recognizing category members.In
this way, the process of constructingexplanationsautomatescategorization.
Models of explanation patterns constitute an alternative approach to constructing and using explanations (e.g., Kass, 1990; Kass et al., 1986; Leake,
1992; Ram, 1992; Schank, 1986). When encountering an anomaly during
language comprehension or problem solving, an intelligent system searches
through a library of explanation patterns. Retrieval is biased initially toward
explanation patterns constructed for previously experienced episodes (i.e.,
cases). If a viable explanation is found, it is adapted to explain the anomaly
in the current situation. When no case explanation is available, the system
searches for abstract explanation patterns and attempts to fit them to the
anomaly. If a satisfactory explanation schema is found, a new explanatory
case is created through instantiation and refinement. Thus, models of explanation patterns are similar to models of explanation-based learning in that
both attempt to construct novel explanations for novel phenomena from
previously established explanations for familiar phenomena. These two
types of models differ in that explanation patterns, unlike explanation-based
learning, are not deductive systems. Instead, explanation patterns are ori-
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ented more toward abduction, attempting to find the explanation that provides the best fit to a current case and not requiring that it be derived
deductively or that it be a perfect fit.
Models of qualitative reasoning, like explanation-based learning, provide
a deductive approach to constructing explanations (e.g., de Kleer & Brown,
1983; Forbus, 1984). Whereas explanation-based learning is oriented primarily toward category acquisition, qualitative reasoning is oriented primarily toward explaining the performance of physical systems and discovering
the causes of their malfunctions. In explaining how a system works, simple
qualitative rules about the relations between adjacent components in a system can explain how a change in one component affects distant components.
For example, qualitative rules about the relation of the gas pedal to the
carburetor, the relation of the carburetorto the cylinder, the relation of the
cylinder to the axle, and the relation of the axle to the wheels explain why
pressing the gas pedal causes the wheels to turn faster. During troubleshooting, qualitative rules between components are "tweaked" to see if they can
reproduce abnormal symptoms. For example, tweaking the rule between the
cylinder and the axle to reflect a broken connection would explain why
pressing the gas pedal causes the engine to run faster while failing to turn the
wheels. Thus, explanations constructed through qualitative reasoning attempt to simulate either the normal or abnormal behavior of the system.
Models of analogy attempt to explain the behavior of a novel system in
terms of relational structure represented for a more familiar system (e.g.,
Collins & Gentner, 1987; Gentner, 1989; Holyoak & Thagard, 1989). In
these models, mapping is the key process, the problem being to find which
entity in a new domain corresponds to each entity in a familiar domain. Once
these correspondences have been established, relations that "cover" them
can be mapped from the familiar domain to the novel domain, constituting
explanations of both. In attempting to understand the atom, for example, a
student might attempt to view it analogously to the solar system. In the
process, the sun might be mapped to the nucleus, and the planets to the
electrons. Once these correspondences have been established, relations such
as larger (sun, planets) and orbits (planets, sun) might be mapped into the
new domain producing larger (nucleus, electrons) and orbits (electrons,
nucleus). Through mappings of the entities first, followed by mappings of
associated relations, explanations are produced for the novel domain.
Finally, models of case-based reasoning provide an episodic counterpart
to the generic process of analogical mapping (e.g., Gick & Holyoak, 1980;
Hammond, 1990; Hinrichs, 1992; Kolodner & Simpson, 1989; Ross, 1989a,
1989b; Schank, 1982). Whereas analogical mapping attempts to transfer
abstract generic structure from one domain to another, case-based reasoning
attempts to transfer episodic knowledge from one instance of a domain to
another instance. Except for the level of knowledge involved, the mapping
processes are roughly similar. For example, in attempting to avoid making an
Indian vegetable dish too watery, a previous case in which a Szechwan
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vegetable dish was too watery may be retrieved. Establishing a correspondence between cauliflower in the Indian dish and broccoli in the Szechwan
dish as similar types of vegetables may then retrieve the temporal relation
that the broccoli was added too early when cooking the Szechwan dish,
releasing its water. Adapting the Szechwan case to the current situation, the
plan is created to add the cauliflower later to minimize its release of water.
In this manner, relational structures mapped initially from one instance to
another may be adapted to prevent the same problem from occurring again.

EXPLANATION
CONSTRUCTIONIN SYSTEM
LEARNINGAND TROUBLESHOOTING
In this study, we explore the explanations that people construct as they
attempt to understand and troubleshoot an industrial system. Of interest is
the extent to which these explanations conform to the current theories of
explanation just reviewed. To explore this issue, we performed detailed
protocol analyses of subjects' explanations. Previous research on human
explanations has demonstrated that protocol analysis provides a powerful
tool for exploring their content and construction. Chi, Bassok, Lewis,
Reimann, and Glaser (1989) used protocol analysis to explore the explanations that students produce while solving physics problems (see also Chi &
VanLehn, 1991). Similarly, Patel, Evans, and Groen (1988) used protocol
analysis to explore the explanations that physicians produce during medical
diagnosis. As illustrated in these studies, protocol analysis can provide
considerable insight into human explanations. In attempting to extend previous research, our work explores people's explanations, first, as they learn
about an unfamiliar industrial system, and, second, as they learn to troubleshoot it.

Task Overview
The study that follows focuses on two aspects of people's explanations: the
content of these explanations and the procedures used to construct them.
Regarding content, we examine whether people's explanations of system
operation and troubleshooting are topographical, functional, mechanistic, or
a combination of these (Goel, 1989; Redmond, 1992). By topographical, we
mean that people's explanations are "surfacy,"only documenting the physical layout of a system, including its components and their physical connections to one another. By functional, we mean that people's explanations
describe the purposes of a system's components and the flow of substances
and forces between them (i.e., input-output relations). By mechanistic, we
mean that people's explanations decompose system components into their
physical parts and then illuminate how these parts manifest themselves in
system functionality. Examples of these three types of content will be provided in later sections.
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The second aspect of people's explanations on which we focus are the
procedures that people use to construct explanations. People could construct
explanations in a variety of ways including proof (e.g., DeJong & Mooney,
1986; Mitchell et al., 1986), instantiation (e.g., Ram, 1992; Schank, 1986),
qualitative reasoning (de Kleer & Brown, 1983; Forbus 1984), analogy (e.g.,
Collins & Gentner, 1987; Gentner, 1989; Holyoak & Thagard, 1989), casebased reasoning (e.g., Gick & Holyoak, 1980; Hammond, 1990; Kolodner &
Simpson, 1989; Ross, 1989a, 1989b; Schank, 1982), and domain-independent search (e.g., Carlson & Schneider, 1989; Gugerty, 1989). Furtherexamples of these procedures will be provided in later sections.
To explore the content and construction of explanations as people learn
about a physical system and then learn to troubleshoot it, we performed the
following experiment. In the system learning phase, subjects received a
series of simple diagrams depicting a fictional industrial system. The five
diagrams depicting one such system, a glass brick maker, are shown in
Figure 1. As subjects studied these diagrams, their task was to construct an
understanding of how the system worked, producing talk-aloud protocols as
they did so. Of interest was the content of these explanations and the
procedures used to construct them.
After learning the system, subjects learned to troubleshoot it. Troubleshooting can be performed in many ways, including weak-methods search,
qualitative simulation, and so forth (Barsalou, Hale, & Cox, 1989; Hale,
1992; Redmond, 1992). We focused on one specific type of troubleshooting,
namely, the acquisition of symptom-fault rules. Given the frequency with
which symptom-fault rules appear in the troubleshooting sections of technical manuals, and because these collections of rules often capture a large
proportion of the malfunctions that can occur for a system, we believe that
this is an important type of troubleshooting to study.
To study symptom-fault learning, we asked subjects to learn eight symptom-fault rules for the system they had learned during the system learning
phase. Each symptom was mapped to one fault only and vice versa. Examples of symptom-fault rules for the fictional glass brick maker are shown in
Table 1. For example, the rule color adder/glass melter specifies that whenever the color adder is behaving abnormally (the symptom), the glass melter
is broken (the fault).' While learning these rules, subjects first received the
name of a symptom and then had to generate possible faults. After selecting

'To keep the task simple, subjects were told only that the symptom component was behaving
abnormally and that the fault component was broken and responsible for the symptom. Subjects
were not told how the symptom component was behaving abnormally, nor what was wrong with
the fault component. Note that troubleshooting often works in this manner,with repair personnel
learning that any particular fault in a component means that it must be replaced without
understanding either the fault or the symptom in any more detail. In this spirit, we use symptom
simply to indicate a component that is behaving abnormally in some manner andfault to indicate
a component that is broken in some manner and responsible for the symptom.
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a fault, subjects received the name of the correct fault as feedback. Prior to
feedback, subjects produced explanations for why they believed that their
hypothesized fault was responsible for the observed symptom. Following
feedback, subjects explained why they thought the correct fault produced the
observed symptom (only if their hypothesized fault had been incorrect).
These protocols constituted the data for the troubleshooting phase of the
experiment.
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FIGURE1 The five diagramsfor the glass brick makerpresentedto subjectsin the
coherentconditionduringsystemlearning.
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TABLE1
Symptom-FaultRules for the Glass Brick Makerin the Coherent,
Components,and IncoherentConditions
Coherent
Rule
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Componentsand Incoherent

Symptom

Fault

Symptom

Fault

Feeder
Color adder
Crusher
Heater
Holdingvat
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Arranger

Labelremover
Glassmelter
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Sifter
Mold
Stacker
Cutter
Liner

Heater
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Holdingvat
Sander
Crusher
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Color adder
Cooler

Labelremover
Glassmelter
Scooper
Sifter
Mold
Stacker
Cutter
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We chose to study fictional systems like the glass brick makerin Figure 1 for
several reasons. First, subjects have had no direct experience with these fictional systems and therefore cannot simply retrieve memorized explanations
acquired in other situations. Instead, subjects have to construct explanations
on-line, thereby enabling us to observe the processes that underlie explanation
construction. Second, these types of systems are familiar enough, as are their
specific components,that subjectscan make sense of them and constructcoherent explanations.In pilot work and related experiments,we found that subjects
understoodthese systems readily and could produceextensive explanationsfor
them. Third, presenting these systems as diagrams, like those in Figure 1,
constitutes a "Rorschach"test for explanations. Because these depictions are
minimal, subjects are relatively free to constructexplanationscontaininga wide
variety of content in a wide variety of manners (as our data illustrate later).
Thus, we were able to observe subjects' preferredexplanatory styles when a
wide variety of styles are possible. Certainly,it is essential to explore explanatory preferences across a wide variety of explanatorysettings. Our purpose in
this study, however, was to provide a fairly controlled yet open-ended study of
how people constructexplanations.

ISSUES OF INTEREST
Our experiment addresses three issues related to explanation content and
construction: Does the pursuit of different goals produce different explanations? Does the coherence of the learning materials affect explanation content and construction? Does increasing familiarity with a system cause
explanations to evolve? We preview each issue in turn.

Effects of Goals on Explanation
Observing explanations during two different tasks-system learning and
troubleshooting-allowed us to assess the effects of goals on explanation.
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Leake (1991) noted that, although cognitive agents often produce a variety
of explanations for a single event, there has been little systematic consideration of the factors that influence how explanations are tailored to serve
specific goals (but see Hammond & Seifert, 1991). Whereas Leake developed a theory of explanation adequacy across goals, our study examines how
the characteristics of human explanations change across the goals of system
learning and troubleshooting. In particular, we expected that subjects would
focus on different explanatory content in these two tasks. Whereas the goal
of system learning is to understand normal system functionality, the goal of
troubleshooting is to understandhow a system can malfunction.2
For the goal of learning how a system operates, learners might focus on
the functional roles played by system components and on the input-output
relations between them, rather than on their topographic and mechanistic
structure. In Figure 1, for example, learners might explain that the role of the
label remover is to clean labels from glass containers, that the role of the
glass melter is to melt the containers, and that the role of the impurity filter
is to purify the melted glass. Input-output relations are often implicit in
these functional explanations of components, such as the inference that glass
containers flow from the label remover to the glass melter andthat melted
glass flows from the glass melter to the impurity filter. Explanations at the
functional level result in a high-level understanding of the system, even
though a much more detailed understanding would be possible with the
addition of mechanistic information.
In contrast, when subjects have the goal of learning how a system malfunctions, they might focus on mechanistic aspects of the system, attempting
to discover how components can become broken and interrupt system
functionality. To discover malfunctioning mechanisms, subjects might decompose a component into its subcomponents and examine the internal
interactions among them. In Table 1, for example, subjects might explain the
symptom-fault rule heater/sifter by decomposing the sifter into an inferred
series of filters that allow material of increasingly fine granularity to pass
through. Subjects might further infer that the substance to be heated, quartz
powder, could potentially contain large chunks that would interfere with
attaining the proper temperature in the heater if not removed by the filters.
These mechanistic inferences suggest the explanation that a filter in the
sifter has developed a large hole, thereby allowing large chunks of quartz to
pass into the heater so that it cannot attain the proper temperature.

2A variety of factors covaried with goals across system learning and troubleshooting. For
example, subjects viewed diagrams during system learning but not during troubleshooting.
Similarly, text materials varied, as did specific task instructions. Because these other factors
were central to inducing the different goals in system learning and troubleshooting, they are
difficult to separate from the goals themselves. For simplicity of reference, we use goal in
referring to the complex configurations of factors that distinguish system learning and troubleshooting, while assuming that many other factors covary necessarily with goals.
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The cognitive procedures used to construct explanations might likewise
vary across goals. For example, in attempting to understand how a system
works under normal operating conditions, subjects might access knowledge
of similar devices and map the relations contained in these analogies onto the
new domain (e.g., Collins & Gentner, 1987; Gentner, 1989; Gick & Holyoak,
1980; Hammond, 1990; Kolodner & Simpson, 1989; Ross, 1989a, 1989b).
However, in attempting to determine how the system can malfunction, problem solvers might attempt to construct qualitative causal chains, for example, by reasoning backward from observed symptoms to faulty components
(de Kleer & Brown, 1983; Forbus, 1984). Thus, both the content and construction of explanations could vary across the goals associated with system
learning and troubleshooting.

Effectsof InputCoherenceon Explanation
Each subject received one of three types of diagrams during the system
learning phase of the experiment. Coherent subjects received diagrams like
those in Figure 1. In each of these diagrams, the components formed a
coherent subsystem, which was described aptly by the subsystem's name and
was implemented coherently by the directed connections between components. Components subjects received diagrams like those in Figure 2. In each
of these diagrams, the components did not form a coherent subsystem but
instead were simply unconnected components drawn randomly from different diagrams of the system (as subjects were told). Incoherent subjects
received diagrams like those in Figure 3, which are identical to the components diagrams of Figure 2 except that input-output connections linked the
components.
These three types of diagram coherence allowed us to examine several
hypotheses about how subjects construct explanations during system learning. According to the local explanation hypothesis, subjects primarily attempt to understandthe independent roles of components in a system without
being concerned about the relations between components, nor the functionality derived from these relations. If this hypothesis is correct, there should be
no differences between the three types of diagram coherence. If subjects
ignore the relations between components, it should not matter which components occur together in a diagram, and it should not matter whether they are
connected. Instead, subjects should spend most of their time describing how
each component functions locally and how it contributes to the overall
functionality of the system.
In contrast, the neighbor connections hypothesis predicts that knowing
the connected neighbors of a component should matter, because a
component's neighbors are essential to explaining its nature. Not knowing
the topography of the system-how each component is connected to other
components-prevents learners from incorporating this information into
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FIGURE2 The five diagramsfor the glass brickmakerpresentedto subjectsin the
componentsconditionduringsystemlearning.

their explanations, thereby making explanations more limited than normal.
If so, then subjects in both the coherent and incoherent conditions should
develop explanations more easily than components subjects.
Finally, the distributed understanding hypothesis predicts that understanding the functionality of a component's neighbors, and being able
to integrate this surrounding functionality, is essential to understanding
the nature of the component. Subjects in the incoherent condition, although
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they know the neighbors of each component, should have trouble constructing its surrounding functionality, because all of the components in a diagram do not form a coherent subsystem (i.e., they are drawn randomly from
different coherent diagrams). Conversely, coherent subjects should be able
to construct each component's surrounding functionality, because these components form a coherent subsystem. If distributed understanding of this sort
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is central to constructing explanations, then this process should be easier for
coherent subjects than for incoherent subjects.
Differences in input coherence also bear on predictions for troubleshooting. According to the rote memory hypothesis, subjects learn symptom-fault
rules simply through rote association, memorizing which symptoms go with
which faults. If so, then there should be no difference between the three
types of input coherence in how subjects explain the same symptom-fault
rule. Even if subjects know some further type of relation between the symptom and fault, this knowledge should not enter into their explanations.
In contrast, the neighbor connections hypothesis considered earlier predicts that knowing topography is useful for constructing explanations about
symptom-fault rules. For example, in explaining why an hypothesized fault
is responsible for a symptom, subjects might say that the two components are
connected directly, or at least fall along a common path of connectivity
through the system. If this hypothesis is correct, we should see much more
developed explanations in the coherent and incoherent conditions than in the
components condition.
Finally, the distributed understanding hypothesis predicts that understanding the surrounding functionality of neighbors is central to explaining
symptom-fault rules. Going beyond topography, subjects attempt to explain
why the connection between two components produces a malfunction. If this
hypothesis is correct, we should see better explanations in the coherent
condition than in the incoherent condition.

Effectsof Practiceon Explanation
In each phase of the experiment, subjects received several blocks of exposure to the critical materials. In the system learning phase, subjects studied
the five diagrams four times; in the troubleshooting phase, subjects studied
the symptom-fault rules three times. Of interest was how familiarity with the
system affected the development of subjects' explanations. According to the
progressive deepening hypothesis, subjects' explanations should become
increasingly deep across trials (Bylander, 1991; Goel, 1989). During system
learning, subjects' initial explanations should primarily be topographical,
simply describing the components in the diagrams and the physical relations
between them. With practice, subjects' explanations should become increasingly functional, focusing on the purposes of components and the input-output
exchanges between them. At the latest stages of practice, subjects should
begin to decompose components, specifying their physical parts as they
construct more mechanistic explanations.
Similarly, in troubleshooting, the progressive deepening hypothesis predicts that subjects' explanations of symptom-fault rules should become
increasingly developed across blocks. Early on, subjects might explain the
relation between a symptom and a fault simply by the proximity of these
components in the topography, whereas later, subjects should explain these
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rules according to breakdowns in functionality caused by malfunctioning
mechanisms.
Conversely, according to the single-level hypothesis, subjects should not
deepen their explanations but simply continue to work on explanations at a
single preferred level. For example, subjects may primarily attempt to explain the system at a functional level, developing this account across blocks.

METHOD
Design and Subjects
Independent variables. Fourindependentvariablesstructuredthe experiment: system, coherence, phase, and block. To manipulate system, we
had subjects learn one of two possible systems: a glass brick maker or a
satellite refueler. This control variable was included to ensure that our
findings would not be dependent on the use of a single system.
Coherence also varied between subjects, across the coherent, components, and incoherent conditions. Coherent diagrams contained connected
components belonging to coherent and understandable subsystems (Figures
1 and 4). Components diagrams contained unconnected components sampled quasi-randomly from the five coherent diagrams (see Materials section) such that the components in a given diagram did not constitute a
coherent or easily understandable subsystem (Figure 2). Incoherent diagrams were just like the components diagrams except that components were
connected (Figure 3). The diagrams for the satellite refueler were topographically identical to those for the glass brick maker (e.g., Figure 4). In
the coherent condition, the top-level "system" diagram for each fictional
system had the same topography, as did the four subsequent diagrams that
decomposed system-level components into chains of five subsystem components. The only difference between the two systems was that different
components instantiated the shared topography.
The remaining two independent variables, phase and block, varied within
subjects. Phase refers to the system learning and troubleshooting phases of
the experiment. Block refers to repeated presentations of the same materials
within a given phase. During the system learning phase, subjects studied the
same five system.diagrams in each of four blocks. During the troubleshooting phase, subjects studied the same eight symptom-fault rules in each of
three blocks.
Dependent measures.

Subjects produced protocols during each

phase of the experiment. System learning protocols were produced as subjects studied the diagrams and described how the system worked. Troubleshooting protocols were produced, first, as subjects described why
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FIGURE4 The five diagramsfor the satellite refuelerpresentedto subjectsin the
coherentconditionduringsystemlearning.

hypothesized faults might be responsible for the current symptom, and,
second, as they described why the correct fault, provided by feedback, was
responsible (if they had not hypothesized the correct fault).
Twelve subjects participated in the experiment. Each of the
Subjects.
six between-subject cells of the design (System x Coherence) contained two
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subjects assigned randomly. Subjects were undergraduatesenrolled in general psychology courses at the Georgia Institute of Technology, who received
course credit for participation.

Materials
The diagrams for the coherent versions of the glass brick maker and satellite
refueler are presented in Figures 1 and 4. Figures 2 and 3 present the
diagrams for the components and incoherent versions of the glass brick
maker. Although not shown here, the components and incoherent diagrams
for the satellite refueler were exactly analogous to the components and
incoherent diagrams for the glass brick maker in terms of how components
from the respective coherent diagrams were rearranged. Diagrams in the
coherent and incoherent conditions for each system were topographically identical but assigned componentsto differentpositions. As illustratedin
Figures 1 and 4, the system diagram in the coherent and incoherent conditions contained the same branching structure, whereas each of the remaining
four diagrams decomposed a high-level subsystem into a linear chain of five
components.
As can be seen from comparing Figure 1 to Table 1, two components in
each lower level diagram were designated as symptoms, and two others were
designated as faults. As can be seen by comparing Figures 1, 2, and 3, the
same components served as symptoms and faults across the three coherence
conditions, although the components and incoherent conditions paired the
symptoms and faults differently than did the coherent condition. For every
symptom-fault rule, the symptom and fault came from the same diagram. In
half of the rules, the symptom and fault were adjacent; in the other half, one
component separated the symptom and fault. Orthogonally, half of the faults
lay before the symptom, and half lay after. Although the reader's first
reaction might be that faults cannot lie after symptoms in the flow of control,
they often do, as when an improperly working printer causes the computer
"before it" to freeze up. During the practice trials, subjects received plausible examples of faults that lie both before and after symptoms.
As can be seen by comparing Figures 1 and 3, diagrams for the incoherent
condition were created by randomly relocating components in the coherent
diagrams to other subsystems subject to the following constraints: Components that were faults in symptom-fault rules remained in the same locations
in the incoherent diagrams that they occupied in the coherent diagrams. In
contrast, symptom components were randomly moved to the location of a
different symptom such that all symptom components remained the same
while exchanging positions. All components that were neither symptoms nor
faults were moved randomly to new locations in a different diagram with the
constraint that no two components in an incoherent diagram be from the
same diagram in the coherent condition. Components in the top-level system
diagram were randomly relocated to other positions within that diagram.
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As can be seen by comparing Figures 2 and 3, diagrams for the components condition were created by simply removing the topography from the
incoherent diagrams (i.e., removing the arrows between components). The
meaningful labels for each subsystem diagram were also replaced with
"Components Diagram n" where n was the diagram number,assuming values
between 1 and 5.
Procedure

System learning phase. Instructionsprovidedverballyby the experimenter stated that subjects would study a series of diagrams, explain them
aloud, and then reproduce them from memory. Subjects then studied practice
diagrams from the domain of auto mechanics and practiced producing protocols. Following study, subjects practiced reproducing the practice diagrams
from memory. For the coherent and incoherent conditions, the practice
diagrams contained connections between components; for the components
condition, these diagrams contained no connections. Each practice diagram
contained the same components arranged in a manner appropriate for each
coherence condition.
System learning consisted of four blocks in which the same five diagrams
were studied, explained, and reproduced. Each block began with the computer presenting a brief overview of the system that subjects were about to
study. These minimal overviews were necessary for subjects to understand
the system at all; without them, subjects typically could not figure what the
system did. For the glass brick maker, the overview stated:
The following device makes durable glass bricks. To do so, it uses
recycled bottles and adds quartz to create a stronger form of glass. The
device also places bricks in wood crates for shipment.
For the satellite refueler, the overview stated:
The following device is a satellite refueler. As it flies around in space,
it computes its current position and locates certain kinds of satellites
that need refueling. Once the refueler detects such a satellite, it attaches to the satellite's landing platform and injects previously prepared fuel.
Following the brief system overview, the block continued with subjects
receiving the first diagram (e.g., the top diagram in Figures 1, 2, 3, or 4).
Diagrams were presented on a computer screen controlled by the experimenter. Subjects studied the diagram for as long as they liked, while they
attempted to understand and describe aloud "their current understanding of
how the system worked." Subjects were free to elaborate as much or as little
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as desired. Subjects in the coherent and incoherent conditions were led to
believe that each diagram represented an integrated subsystem of the overall
system. In contrast, components subjects were told that they would receive
components in randomly drawn groups in order to break learning the entire
system into manageable chunks of components.
The experimenter sat beside each subject and provided neutral prompts
whenever a subject was silent for an extended time (e.g., "what are you
thinking about right now?"). Subjects were also prompted whenever the
experimenter felt that a subject was not speaking loudly enough to be heard
on the recording, or if there was some uncertainty about the content of an
explanation. Subjects were free to construct their explanations at any level
of detail they thought appropriate. The experimenter took care to avoid
biasing explanations during this phase by minimizing the number of
prompts. When prompts were required, care was taken to ensure their
neutrality.
After subjects finished explaining the first diagram, the experimenter
removed it from the screen, and subjects recalled it by attempting to reproduce it on paper. Once subjects finished their recall, they performed the same
study-explain-recall cycle on the remaining four diagrams. Subjects went
through the five diagrams in the orders shown in Figures 1, 2 , 3, or 4. After
completing the first block of five diagrams, subjects were told that they
would repeat the same procedure beginning with the system overview, followed by study-explain-recall cycles for the same five diagrams in the same
order. As subjects studied the diagrams, they were told to continue learning
the system and expressing their understanding aloud. This same procedure
continued until subjects completed a total of four blocks.

Troubleshootingphase.

Troubleshootingconsistedof threeblocks of

eight trials each, with the first block preceded by four practice trials from
the domain of auto mechanics. All trials were presented on a computer
screen controlled by the experimenter. As illustrated in Figure 5A, each
trial began with the computer presenting the name of a component and
then stating that the component was behaving abnormally but was not
broken (i.e., the symptom). The computer then instructed subjects to enter
the name of some other component in the system (i.e., the hypothesized
fault) that they believed might be broken and therefore responsible for the
abnormal behavior of the symptom component (Figure 5B). During this
time, subjects were asked, "Explain to me how the symptom and fault are
related." Subjects sometimes considered multiple possible faults before
entering one in particular. The name of the broken component responsible
for the symptom's abnormal behavior was then displayed as feedback (i.e.,
the correct fault, as Figure 5C illustrates). If the hypothesized fault had been
correct, the trial ended; otherwise, the subject explained how the correct
fault could have been responsible for the symptom. Prompts from the exper-
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The following component is behaving abnormallybut is not broken.
Instead,it is behaving abnormallybecause some other component is
broken.
COLORADDER
Enter the name of the component that you believe is broken.
A: Initialprompt
GLASS MELTER
C: Feedback

impurityfilter

:- pedresponse
......... ... ... ... ... . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. _B_Ty

FIGURE5 Exampleof a test screen duringtroubleshooting.Panel A is the initial
trial.PanelB is the incorrectresponsethatthe subjecttyped
promptfora troubleshooting
into the computer.PanelC is the subsequentfeedbackindicatingthe correctfault. The
contentsof PanelsA, B, andC appearcumulativelyon the screenover time.

imenter were analogous to those during system learning. At no time
did subjects see any of the system diagrams from the previous phase.
A new test block began when all eight symptom-fault rules had been
presented. The eight rules were presented in a different random order in each
block, with no indication of when a block began or ended. From the subject's
perspective, the troubleshooting phase was a continuous series of 24 trials.

RESULTS
Because we found no meaningful differences between the glass brick maker
and the satellite refueler, we have combined results across them and do not
discuss their results individually. When later providing examples of protocol
statements, we include examples for both systems.

Coding
Each protocol was segmented into "idea units," namely, instances of the
coding categories in Tables 2 and 3 that ranged in size from a few words to
several sentences. Tables 2 and 3 provide numerous examples of protocol
segments. Coded units were often longer in the troubleshooting phase than
in the system learning phase because, when producing troubleshooting ex-
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planations, subjects provided uninformative statements together with informative statements. Such statements often included repeating the name
of a symptom or fault, the names of other diagram components, and
self-monitoring. These uninformative statements were ignored when assigning codes.
Each protocol unit received an activity code and a content code. Activity
codes captured processes used to produce protocol units. Content codes
captured their conceptual content. Tables 2 and 3 provide definitions of the
activity and content codes, respectively, with two examples of each code
from the protocols.3 The coding schemes were induced during the process of
analyzing the protocols and reflect what we observed in them. These
schemes constitute a theoretical statement about the nature of people's explanations, as well as providing devices for measuring them.
As Table 2 illustrates, activity codes differed signifiActivity codes.
in
the system learning and troubleshooting phases, with the excepcantly
tions being two minor codes-model revision and confusion-common to
both phases. Because the central activity codes were disjoint across the two
phases, different goals incontrovertibly produced different explanations
(Leake, 1991).
For system learning, the activity codes were designed to capture the
processes by which subjects understood the system, with the four central
coding categories being instantiation, analogy, decomposition, and aggregation. In both instantiation and analogy, subjects relied on existing knowledge
to understand a component or a set of components. During instantiation,
subjects accessed existing knowledge about some type of entity, extracted
relevant information about it from memory, and typically specialized this
information to fit the current instantiation. While studying the impurity filter
in Figure 1, subjects often accessed knowledge about filters, extracted the
fact that filters remove impurities, and specialized this fact by stating that
the impurity filter in the glass brick maker removes dirt and debris from
molten glass. This instantiation and specialization process can be viewed as
the application of explanation patterns, in particular (Ram, 1992; Schank,
1986), or frames, more generally (e.g., Barsalou, 1992; Barsalou & Hale,
1993; Minsky, 1975).
During analogy, subjects noted that a system component, or group of
components, could be understood through analogy to a specific individual
(i.e., case-based reasoning) or to generic knowledge from a different domain

3Some activity codes could refer to content as well as process. For example, analogy could
refer to the relational knowledge that underlies an analogy, as well as to the mapping processes
that apply it. All activity codes, however, were used only to indicate the presence of their
respective activities (e.g., the mapping processes for analogy). As described later, the content
captured various types of relational information relevant to analogy and to other activities.
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TABLE2
Names (Abbreviations),Definitions,and Examplesof the ActivityCodes in the
System Learningand TroubleshootingPhases of the Experiment
Activity Codesfor the SystemLearningPhase
Instantiation(Instant):Accessingexistingknowledgeabout some type of entity, extracting
relevantinformationabout it, and possiblyspecializingthis informationto fit the current
instantiation.
"Theactualglass melter,that wouldbe, I assumethat would be some type of largepot
thing."
"Theapproacher,probablya propulsionsystemwith more controlthan the propulsion
used by the routeplanner."
Analogy(Analogy):Accessinga specificcase, or accessinggenericknowledgefrom a
differentdomain,and possiblymappingstructureback into the currentsystem.
"Fuelchecker,I wouldthink wouldbe more like a car, whereyou can tell how much
fuel is in it or reada meteror somethinglike that."
"A similarsystemthat I know of is a systemcalledPILAR used by the Navy. Um, the
systemhas establishedbasesand each ship has an on-boardcomputerwhichreceives
a signalfrom thesebases and then locatesits coordinatesto fairlyaccuratedegree.
Um, data locatormightwork on that... type of radarsystem."
Decomposition(Decomp):Breakinga componentdown into at least one subcomponentand
discussingthe functionalimplicationsof the decomposition.
"There'smolds insidethe brickmolder."
"Alsothe alignmentguider,what mechanismswithinit causesit to make surethat the
thing doesn'tgo off course?Is there,um, is therelike some little computersystem
that causesit to send off an alarmwhenit does?
Aggregation(Aggreg):Integratingtwo or more componentsinto a higherlevel entityand
describingits behavior.
"OK,the color adder,the color adderand the coolergo togetherto me becausethe
color adderwouldbe addingcolor to the glass and quartzmixtureand then pouring
it into the mold and cooling it."
"OK,this is the systemdiagram.It containsa self locatorand a satellitedetectorwhich
worktogetherto decidea routeto wherethe systemwill be going."
ModelRevision(ModRev):Revisingunderstandingof the systemafter encounteringa
contradiction.
"Um,maybeI'm wrong,but the fuel checker... ,maybe it doesn'tsee how muchfuel
they need, maybeit's how much fuel the actualsatelliterefuelerhas to be able to
give each satellite."
"Gosh.Um, the glass melter.I'm not reallysurewhy. Well, what I'm thinkingnow is
that the arrangerwould come not, maybenot immediatelyafter, but fairlysoon
afterthe glass melter."
Confusion(Confus):Beingunclearon the natureof a component,perceiving
contradictions,or havingtroublearticulatinga concept.
"I have no earthlyidea what the linerdoes. I supposethe linercould be on the inside
of the molds to keep the glass from sticking. . . No, I don't know whatthe liner
does."
"Landingsystem.I still don't understandwhy the route planneris at the very end."

(Continued)
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TABLE2 (Continued)
Phase
ActivityCodesfor the Troubleshooting
TopographicSearch(TopSch):Traversingpathsof connectivityemanatingfrom a symptom
whilesearchingfor possiblefaults.
"Thething rightbefore the holdingvat is the mixer ... and I would say the mixer
wouldbe the problem."
"Thefuel preparerhas no othersystem'sinput. Um, the measurerand chemicaltanks
are the only thingsbefore this."
SimulationFrom Symptom(SimSmp):Inferringthe natureof a symptom'sabnormal
behavior,searchingdown paths suggestedby the abnormalbehavior,inferringpossible
faults for encounteredcomponents,and understandingconceptuallyhow these
malfunctionsmightproducethe symptom.
"It mightbe expectingcertainsize whereto sand, and the cutterdidn'tcut it to that
size."
"So the positionbroadcasteris probablyreceivingthe wronginformationfrom either
the coordinatesextractoror the mapper.As the positionbroadcasteris probably
givingits informationin relationto a map, I'd guessthe mapperwas off."
SimulationFromFault (SimFlt):Identifyingone or morecomponentsas possiblefaults,
inferringa malfunctionfor each, propagatingthese faults throughthe system,and
accessingthe likelihoodthat each malfunctioncould have producedthe symptom.
"Let'ssay the feeder. . . becausethe feederis puttingtoo muchmixtureinto the molds
so the cooler doesn'thave enoughtime to cool it."
"It could eitherbe that somethingin the measureris broken,or the chemicaltanks,
one of the chemicaltanks is empty."
Reminding(Remind):Recallingpriorreasoningaboutthe system,eitherfrom the system
learningphaseor from a previoustroubleshootingtrial for the same symptom-faultrule.
"Distanceestimator.OK, this, distanceestimator.From the analysisearlier,was that it
was providingthe wrongdistancebecauseit was receivingincorrectinformation
from the fuel checker."
"OK,I rememberlast time... I think the answerwas, had somethingto do with my
misconceptionthat the color was going in beforethe processof the moldingand the
cooling as opposedto after . . . Therewas somethingwrongwith the cooler."
ModelRevision(ModRev):Revisingunderstandingof the systemto producea coherent
explanationof how the correctfault could have producedthe symptom.
"Allright. I'vegot the sifter and the sandermixedup. I thoughtit got sanded,then it
got sifted. If it's sifted, then it gets sanded."
"Maybethe color adderis, insteadof the way I wantedto put it with the melting
process,and that you put it in therebefore its moldingand everything,but maybe
the color addercomes after the bricksare cooled and cut into pieces, insteadof
molded, I guess."
Confusion(Confus):Difficultyrelatingthe correctfault to the symptom,following
disconfirmationof a hypothesizedfault.
"I have no idea.... I still want to put the linerbetweenthe mold, the molding
process.I mean, if the lineris what'smalfunctioning,I want to put that betweenthe
moldingand the cooling process.I don't knowhow it fits in there."
"I guessif the alignmentguidergoes bad, I meanthat'swhat differentsatelliteshave,
the alignmentguiderwould have to work differentlyfor each satellite,so I guess if
that went bad, then something like .

.

. I don't know."

407
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(i.e., classic analogy). After retrieving the analogy, subjects typically
mapped relations from the case or base domain to the system being explained
(Gentner, 1989; Hammond, 1990; Holyoak & Thagard, 1989; Kolodner &
Simpson, 1989). Because there were surprisingly few cases of case-based
reasoning and classic analogy in our system learning protocols, and because
subjects performed similar mapping operations for each, we grouped them in
a single coding category.
In decomposition and aggregation, subjects established hierarchical understandings of the system. During decomposition, subjects broke a system
component down into one or more inferred subcomponents and discussed the
functional implications of the decomposition. During aggregation, subjects
integrated two or more system components into an inferred higher level
entity and described its behavior. Bylander (1991) and Goel (1989) argued
that decomposition and aggregation are central to understanding physical
systems. In their view, system understanding develops as the structure of a
system is related to its function through the process of hierarchical consolidation. If hierarchical processes are crucial to achieving system understanding, we should observe high incidences of decomposition and aggregation in
our system learning explanations.
Two additional categories-model revision and confusion-captured moments during system learning when subjects encountered problems and inconsistencies in producing explanations. Model revisions typically occurred
in later blocks as subjects encountered difficulty when attempting to elaborate on earlier explanations. These elaborations sometimes revealed inconsistencies that prompted subjects to revise their understandingof the system.
Confusions typically occurred when subjects were unclear about the nature
of a component, when groups of neighboring components implied contradictory processes, or when groups of neighboring components implied processes that were difficult to articulate.
As illustrated in Table 2, a substantially different set of activity codes
described the troubleshooting protocols. These codes were designed to capture the processes that subjects used in attempting to understand symptomfault rules and their implications for system understanding.The three central
coding categories were topographic search, simulation from symptom, and
simulation from fault.
During topographicsearch, subjects traversedpaths of connectivity emanating from the symptom, searching backwardsand forwards for possible faults.
This relatively crude and surfacy form of hypothesis generation requires no
knowledge of system functionality, relying instead on domain-independent
heuristics such as proximity (e.g., prefer close components to distant components) and direction (e.g., prefer preceding components to succeeding components). Hale (1992) addresses these heuristics in greater detail.
In contrast, simulation from a symptom and simulation from a fault
represent search strategies that are relatively sophisticated, knowledge
intensive, and domain dependent, much like those of qualitative reasoning
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(de Kleer & Brown, 1983; Forbus, 1984). During simulation from a symptom, subjects often began by inferring an abnormalbehavior for the symptom
component. (Recall that subjects were simply told that the symptom component
was behaving abnormally,not how it was doing so.) Subjectsthen chained away
from the symptom component along a path suggested by the nature of the
inferred abnormal behavior. As subjects encountered components along this
path, they inferred possible malfunctions for them and attempted to understand conceptually how these malfunctions might produce the abnormal behavior inferred for the symptom. Once subjects identified a
plausible explanation that linked a malfunctioning component to the symptom, they typically reported that component as the hypothesized fault.
Simulation from a fault involved a similar process in the opposite direction. When presented with a symptom, subjects selected one or more system
components as candidate faults, inferred a malfunction for each, and propagated these faults conceptually through the system. The candidate that produced the most plausible chain ending with the symptom typically became
the hypothesized fault.
Remindings, model revisions, and confusions captured further aspects of
subjects' troubleshooting explanations. Remindings occurred when subjects
generated the name of a fault based on one of two sources: a memory from
the system learning phase of how the system works, or a memory of a
symptom-fault rule in a previous block of troubleshooting. In all such cases,
subjects mentioned something about remembering a previous event in which
they had reasoned about the system. Interestingly, all of these remindings
were memories of previous events within the experiment-no subject ever
indicated being reminded of an event outside the experimental context.
Model revision typically occurred when a subject's hypothesized fault
was incorrect. On these occasions, subjects revised their system understanding to produce a coherent explanation of how the correct fault could have
produced the symptom. Confusion similarly occurred following disconfirmation of an hypothesized fault, when subjects had trouble relating the
symptom to the correct fault.

Content codes. Beside receiving an activity code, each protocol unit
also received a content code. As Table 3 illustrates, the same content codes
applied to both system learning and troubleshooting, falling into three major
groups: topography, function, and mechanism. Within each group, more
specific codes provided further information about a unit's content. Although
the distribution of these codes differed considerably, the fact that the same
codes applied to both system learning and troubleshooting indicates a
stronger similarity in content than was the case for activity, for which the
codes differed considerably for the two phases.
Topography codes indicated that a protocol unit provided information
about system connectivity. Typically, these codes specified the physical
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TABLE3
Names (Abbreviations), Definitions, and Examples of the Content Codes in
the System Learning and Troubleshooting Phases of the Experiment
Content Codes for Topography

Adjacency(Adjac):Indicatingthat two componentsare connected,with no mentionof
componentordering.
"Well,the distanceestimatorconnectsto the coordinatesextractor."
"Butthe measurerwould probablybe a betterfault in this case, just becauseit's so
close to it."
Precede(Prec):Indicatingthat one componentis topographicallypriorto another
componentin the flow of control.
"Um, . the distanceestimator,the last one, is fed into the routeplanner."
... rightbeforethe holdingvat is the mixer,and . .. I would say that the
"Thething
mixerwould be the problem."
Hierarchy(Hier):Indicatingthat a componentis partof a largersystem.
"Chemicaltankswould be somethingin the fuel part."
becauseall informationfor the distanceestimatoris in the satellitedetector,I
"Umrn,
thinkit has to do with one of those components."
Content Codes for Function

Purpose(Purp):Statingwhat a componentdoes, often specifyinghow the component
changessome substanceflowingthroughit.
"[Thiscomponent]filtersout any impuritiesthat mightbe in there."
"OK,coordinatesextractoris determiningthe position."
ForwardInput-Output(F-IO):Describinghow a substanceflows from a foregrounded
componentto a succeedingcomponent,usuallythe next componentin the flow of
control.
"Andthen the piecesthat are suitablefor the sanderare sent to the sander."
"Thecooler is not functioningright, so I wouldsay it probablyhas to do withthe
color adder.Becauseit's producingoutputthat is not in a form that the coolercan
use."
BackwardInput-Output(B-IO):Tracinga substancearrivingat a foregroundedcomponentback to a precedingcomponent,usuallythe previouscomponentin the flow of
control.
"OK,the landingsystem,urn,it receivesits initialinput form the routeplanner."
"Sothe positionbroadcasteris probablyreceivingwronginformationfrom eitherthe
coordinatesextractoror the mapper."
OperatingParameter(OpPar):Describinga criterion,boundary,or limit that characterizes
the operationof a component.
"Itwill probablyfilterout anythingthat doesn'tfall withina certaincategorythat
wouldclassifyit as a satelliteit's looking for."
"Ah, maybethe scooperis scoopingmore thanjust quartz,or it's scoopingtoo much."
Covariation(Covar):Indicatingthat the performanceof two componentscovariesin some
way.
"If the lineris workingimproperly,... it wouldcausethe fastenerto work
improperly."
"If the injectoris broken,the data collectoris not going to work."
(Continued)
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TABLE3 (Continued)
ContentCodesfor Function
Contingency(Cont):Indicatingthat a preconditionmust be met eitherfor normalsystem
operationor for a systemmalfunction.
"Becauseif it's glass, it's going to have to stay warmbeforeit gets molded,so it will
still be in a liquidform."
"Thiswouldn'tworkproperlyif the cutterwasn'tworkingproperlybecause... the
arrangercan'tarrangethe partsof the crateif they weren'tthe rightsize or the right
widthor whateverto be put in the arrangerto be arranged."
Similarity(Simil):Indicatingthat two componentsare functionallysimilaror dissimilarin
some way.
"I thinkthe dockerhas some kind of mechanicalthing also, probablywith the landing
system.So I would say the landingsystem,just out of instinct."
"It [the satellitedetector]has a platformlocator. It wouldn'tbe like the radar."
ContentCodesfor Mechanism
Event(Event):Indicatingthat a systemcomponentdecomposesinto at least one
subcomponentand describingthe implicationsof this decompositionfor system
functionality.An eventdescriptionthat includesthe followingargumentsor a subset:
mechanisticagent, action, object, outcome,instrument.
"Setup so that it wouldgrabboardsand put them in. . . a line with possiblespacein
between.... So I guess it wouldbe somethingwith two armsthat had things
stickingout so they could slam it up againstsomething."
"Thenit coordinatesits extractorsomehow,doing burning,havingjets that are at all
differentsides of the refueler,so it can get into position, as it's movingtowardthe
satellite."

connections between components and often the location of a component
relative to other components. Topographical content took three specific
forms: adjacency, precedes, and hierarchy. The adjacency code was assigned
when subjects stated, with no mention of component ordering, that components were connected. The precedes code was assigned when subjects indicated clearly that one component was topographically prior to another
component in the flow of control. The hierarchy code was assigned when
subjects indicated that a component was part of a larger system.
Functional codes indicated that a protocol unit provided information
about system functionality. Typically, these codes specified the purposes of
or informationalcomponents and the flow of substances-physical
between them, with the output of one component typically being input to
another. These codes also captured constraints on components and dependencies among them. Functional codes could take one of seven possible
forms: purpose, forward input-output, backward input-output, operating
parameter, covariation, contingency, and similarity. The purpose code was
assigned when subjects stated what a component did, often specifying how
the component changed some substance flowing through it. The forward
input-output code was assigned when subjects described how a substance
flowed from a foregrounded component to a succeeding component, usually
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the next component in the flow of control. The backward input-output code
was assigned when subjects traced a substance arriving at a foregrounded
component back to a preceding component, usually the previous component
in the flow of control. The operating parameter code was assigned when
subjects described a criterion, boundary, or limit that characterized the
operation of a component. The covariation code was assigned when subjects indicated that the performance of two components varied together in
some way. The contingency code was assigned when subjects indicated
that a precondition must be met for normal system operation or for a
system malfunction. The similarity code was assigned when subjects
indicated that two components were functionally similar or dissimilar
in some way.
Finally, mechanistic codes indicated that a protocol unit decomposed a
component into at least one inferred subcomponent and then drew implications of this decomposition for system functionality. In every case,
these decompositions took the form of an event description so that only one
necessary for the mechanistic group. The despecific code-event-was
scription of these events typically included an agent (mechanistic, not animate), that performed an action, on some object, to produce an outcome,
through the use of an instrument. Not every event included all arguments,
and the subsets of included arguments varied widely. Interestingly, these
arguments-agent, action, object, outcome, and instrument-bear a close
resemblance to the dominant arguments of English verbs.

OverallPerformanceCharacteristics
As illustrated in Figures 6A and 6B, the number of statements decreased
across blocks in both system learning and troubleshooting for each coherence condition, F(3, 27) = 12.56, MS, = 110.884, and F(2, 18) = 40.46, MS,

= 16.768, respectively.4 This trend suggests that subjects' understanding of
the system developed primarily in the early blocks of each phase, with their
overall number of insights becoming smaller in later blocks. As we later
describe, there were exceptions to this trend, with a few types of explanations increasing across blocks.
System learning. To obtain perspective on overall explanation production in system learning, recall that subjects studied a total of 26 components in five diagrams during each block. Thus, dividing each bar in Figure
6A by 26 yields the average numberof statements that a subject produced per

4 All statistical tests reportedare reliable at or beyond the p < .05 level unless stated otherwise.
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component in a block (e.g., 1, 1.46, and 1.44, respectively, for the coherent,
components, and incoherent conditions in Block 1). As Figure 6A illustrates,
components and incoherent subjects produced more statements than did
coherent subjects in all blocks, F(1, 9) = 37.94, MSe = 33.003, and F(1, 9) =
18.35, MSe= 33.003, respectively. The obvious interpretationof these results is
that decreases in coherence produced increases in the processing necessary for
comprehension.Because components in the components and incoherentconditions were randomlyorganized, greaterprocessing was requiredto make sense
of them than was required in the coherent condition, thereby producing more
protocol statements.
These differences contradict the local explanation hypothesis, which predicted no differences among the three coherence conditions. According to
this hypothesis, subjects should have simply attempted to understandcomponents in isolation, with the presence or absence of connections between
components (i.e., topography) being irrelevant. The difference between the
coherent and incoherent conditions contradicts the neighbor connections
hypothesis, which predicted no difference. According to this hypothesis,
simply knowing a component's neighbors should facilitate describing its
functionality, with no understanding of the functional relations between
neighbors being necessary. Instead, this pattern of results clearly supports
the distributed understanding hypothesis, which predicts a difference between the coherent and incoherent conditions. According to this hypothesis,
subjects' ability to understand a component depends on their ability to
integrate its functionality with the functionality of its neighbors. Because
such integration was possible only in the coherent condition, these subjects
comprehended the system with the least effort.
To obtain perspective on overall explanation proTroubleshooting.
duction in troubleshooting, recall that subjects studied eight symptom-fault
rules in each block. Thus, dividing each bar in Figure 6B by 8 yields the
average number of statements that a subject produced per rule in a block
(e.g., 3.03, 2.66, and 3.25, respectively, for the coherent, components, and
incoherent conditions in Block 1). The difference between these frequencies
and the analogous ones for system learning suggest that troubleshooting
stimulated more explanation activity, a conclusion that is further supported
by later findings. As illustrated in Figure 6B, the number of statements in
Block 1 did not vary across the three coherence conditions, unlike system
learning. However, the number of statements in Blocks 2 and 3 was smaller
for the coherent condition than for the components and incoherent conditions, even though the difference in Block 3 was only marginally significant,
F(1, 18) = 6.98, MSe = 16.768, and F(1, 18) = 2.39, MSe = 16.768, p < .10,

respectively. Again, decreases in coherence increased the amount of comprehension
hypothesis.

processing,

further supporting the distributed understanding
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Accuracy. During troubleshooting, subjects' ability to produce the correct fault for each symptom varied as a function of blocks and coherence. As
illustrated in Table 4, accuracy increased across blocks, F(2, 9) = 19.17, MSe
= 0.040, and also increased with coherence, F(2, 18) = 71.87, MSe = 0.010.
For Block 1, subjects guessed the faults correctly 20% of the time. Because
each fault always lies in the same diagram as its symptom, subjects learned
quickly to constrain search to a given diagram, with increasing coherence
facilitating this process. For later blocks, coherence in the diagrams further
assisted subjects in learning the symptom-fault rules. Because our focus in
this article is on the explanations that subjects construct while learning about
a system, we do not address accuracy further (for a detailed treatment of
accuracy, see Hale, 1992).

ActivityCodes: The Constructionof Explanations
The remainder of our results falls into three sections: (a) activity codes
(presented here), (b) general content codes, and (c) specific content codes.
Within each section, the role of goals, the effects of input coherence, and the
evolution of learning over blocks are addressed in turn.
Goals. As noted earlier, the primary activity codes were completely
disjoint for system learning and troubleshooting, with the two phases sharing
only minor codes for model revision and confusion. As illustrated in Figures
7 and 8, model revisions and confusions accounted for only 9% of the
statements in system learning and 12% in troubleshooting. The remaining
91% of the activity codes for system learning did not overlap at all with the
remaining 88% of the activity codes for troubleshooting. Moreover, the
distributions of activity codes differed considerably in the two phases: Subjects primarily performed one activity during system learning (Figure 7), but
performed a much wider variety of activities during troubleshooting (Figure
8). These differences in activity codes and their distribution clearly
demonstrate that different goals yield different explanations.5
During system learning (Figure 7), subjects spent 84% of their time performing one activity-the instantiation of existing knowledge-indicating
that people readily apply and specialize existing knowledge when it is
available. In contrast, analogy accounted for only 2% of the statements, with
0.44% being remindings of cases and 1.56% being cross-domain transfer of
generic knowledge. Similarly, decomposition (3%) and aggregation (3%)

51n Figures 7 and 8, as well as in later figures, we do not compare system learning with
troubleshooting on a common set of activity codes because the primary codes were disjoint.
Again, this reflects the general finding that the processes used to construct explanations differed
considerably between system learning and troubleshooting.
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TABLE4
Proportions of Correct Faults Produced During Troubleshooting
Block

Coherence
Components
Incoherent
Coherent

1

2

3

.03
.19
.38

.31
.57
.97

.60
.66
1.00
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Activity
FIGURE 7 Average number of statements generated by a subject during a system
learning block in each coherence condition for each type of activity. (See Table 2 for an
explanation of the activity codes.)

accounted for very few statements. The scarcity of analogy, decomposition,
and aggregation could reflect several factors: First, people might avoid these
activities when instantiation is possible, because instantiation is more familiar and requires less effort. Second, people might not have the requisite
knowledge to construct analogies and hierarchical structures, or they might
not be able to extract sufficient information from the diagrams to do so.
Third, people might be performing these activities but not be talking about
them. We suspect that all factors are important(and will present evidence for
the third point shortly). Regardless, theories that stress instantiation, such as
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explanation-based learning and explanation patterns, appear to capture a
fundamental process in human explanation.
During troubleshooting (Figure 8), subjects performed a much wider
variety of activities. Most often, subjects reasoned forward from faults to
symptoms (45%), followed by reasoning backward from symptoms to faults
(18%). This preference for forward reasoning is perhaps surprising: Given
the presence of the symptom and the absence of a fault on each troubleshooting trial, the most obvious strategy would be to reason from the given
information (the symptom) to nongiven information (a fault). Instead, subjects chose to generate possible faults from their memory of the system and
then to reason forward from them (cf. Lamberts & Pfiefer, 1992; Larkin,
McDermott, Simon, & Simon, 1980; Patel & Groen, 1986). Subjects also
performed what might be considered a more surfacy form of qualitative
reasoning-topographic search (8%). Finally, remindings about previous
reasoning accounted for 17% of subjects' troubleshooting activity, with
5.61% being memories from system learning and 11.39% being memories of
previous troubleshooting trials. While processing many of these remindings,
subjects reconstructed the relations between components as they tried to
discover faults.
9
8

Coherent

Troubleshooting

Components
Incoherent

7
6
E

0)5

0)

o4

E

z 3
2
1

0
TopSch SimSmp SimFIt Remind ModRev Confus
Activity
FIGURE 8 Average numberof statements generated by a subject during a troubleshooting block in each coherence condition for each type of activity. (See Table 2 for an
explanation of the activity codes.)
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The frequent use of these four relational activities indicates that something along the lines of qualitative reasoning is central to troubleshooting.
Interestingly, people perform little of this type of activity during system
learning. Whereas system learning focuses attention on the operation of
individual components, troubleshooting focuses attention on the relations
between series of components. Together, these findings suggest that different
theories of explanation account for different types of explanatory activity:
Whereas instantiation-based theories account for explaining the normal operation of a system, qualitative reasoning theories account for explaining its
abnormal operation.6
Differences in input coherence did not lead subjects
Input coherence.
to perform different types of activities, but they did affect how often subjects
performed them. First, consider the results for system learning in Figure 7.
Components and incoherent subjects generated considerably more instantiations than did coherent subjects, F(1, 45) = 70.05, MSe= 12.892, and F(1, 45)
= 34.91, MSe= 12.892, respectively. They also experienced marginally more
confusions, F(1, 45) = 2.48, MSe= 12.892, p < .10, and F(1, 45) = 1.77, MSe
= 12.892, p < .25, respectively. These results suggest that components and
incoherent subjects carried out more extensive search than did coherent
subjects in explaining a system that was somewhat opaque to them.
Components and incoherent subjects appeared to instantiate and specialize schematic knowledge more often than did coherent subjects as they
searched for satisfactory explanations. It would appear, then, that one
benefit of coherent diagrams was to control the search and inferences that
subjects performed to construct a conceptual understanding of subsystem
functionality. The functional constraints provided by the coherent diagrams allowed these subjects to settle on explanations more efficiently
for specific components than was possible with components or incoherent
diagrams.
The neighbor relations hypothesis does not predict this effect, because it
assumes that surface information about topography should be sufficient for
6One might argue that the fixed sequence of system learning followed by troubleshooting was
responsible for the disjoint activity codes in these two tasks. Perhaps subjects tired of instantiation by the time system learning ended, such that they did not perform instantiation during
troubleshooting. If subjects had generated protocols only during troubleshooting-and not
during system learning-they might have generated instantiations. We are skeptical of this
interpretation for two reasons: First, if subjects were inclined at all to produce instantiations
during troubleshooting, they should have produced at least a few, and they produced none.
Second, as we discuss later, we did not observe disjoint content in the analyses of content codes
but found considerable commonality. This suggests that subjects changed their explanation
activity, not because they had tired of instantiation but because doing so was necessary to
perform troubleshooting. Nevertheless, the role of order in explanation tasks is an issue that
future experiments could explore systematically.
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understanding component functions. In this view, incoherent and coherent
subjects should construct explanations with equal ease, namely, explanations
that superficially describe topographical connections between components.
Instead, this effect supports the distributed understanding hypothesis, indicating that subjects' ability to understand the functional relations between
components affected their explanations.
These results qualify our earlier conclusions that subjects do not reason
relationally or hierarchically about components during system learning. Subjects clearly must have tried to integrate components, or there would not
have been such a large effect of input coherence on instantiation. One
interpretation is that subjects focused on instantiating components during
system learning but instantiated them in a context-dependent manner, with
the instantiation of each component depending on how neighboring components had been instantiated. Neighboring components might have biased the
retrieval of specific facts, as well as the specialization of these facts, as
subjects explained the operation of each individual component. Although
subjects did not talk about these relations explicitly, they nevertheless were
aware of them cognitively, as the distributed understanding hypothesis suggests. In contrast, the nature of these intercomponent relations was the focal
topic during troubleshooting, with subjects discussing them explicitly and
extensively.
Input coherence also affected explanation activity during troubleshooting.
As illustrated in Figure 8, subjects in the components and incoherent conditions preferred forward simulation from faults over backward simulation
from symptoms, F(1, 45) = 32.70, MSe= 3.299, and F(1, 45) = 78.74, MSe=
3.299, respectively. However, coherent input appeared to moderate this
effect with the forward-backward asymmetry being marginally smaller for
coherent subjects, F(1, 45) = 3.62, MSe = 3.299, p < .07. This result suggests
that better understanding of a system enables more symmetric reasoning
between symptoms and faults. When a good understanding exists, subjects
can reason conceptually from given information-the symptom-without
first having to generate possible faults.
The presence of connections between components (i.e., topography) in
the coherent and incoherent conditions produced two additional results of
interest: First, incoherent subjects were more likely to engage in topographical search than were components subjects, F(1, 45) = 9.90, MSe =
3.299. Coherent subjects also demonstrated this trend marginally, F(1, 45) =
3.23, MSe = 3.299, p < .08. Second, coherent subjects experienced more
remindings than did components subjects, F(1, 45) = 6.68, MSe = 3.299.
Incoherent subjects also experienced more remindings, though not significantly more, F(1, 45) = 1.82, MSn = 3.299, p < .20. As we describe
relalater, components subjects attempted to construct topographical
tions between components during system learning. However, the coherent and incoherent subjects who received explicit topography in their
diagrams were, not surprisingly, more likely to use it during trouble-
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shooting. Most important, these results demonstrate that subjects use
topographic information when it is available.

Learning over blocks.

During system learning, the primarychange

across blocks was a monotonic decrease in the frequency of instantiations,
equal in rate for all three coherence conditions. Few other changes of significance occurred except for drops in the rates of confusions for the components and incoherent conditions. These results suggest a rather simple

account of explanationconstructionduring system learning:Subjects primarilyattemptedto understandwhateach componentdid withinthe context
of neighboringcomponents.As subjectsaccomplishedthis goal, it was not
replacedby a differentone such that some other activity increasedacross
blocks. Notably,the absenceof an increasein decompositioncontradictsthe
progressive deepening hypothesis and, instead, supportsthe single-level
hypothesis.
As Figures9A, 9B, and 9C illustratefor troubleshooting,the shift from
qualitativereasoning to remindingsis a major theme in the learning of
symptom-fault rules over blocks: In the coherent condition, subjects
primarilyused qualitativereasoningin Block 1, but then shifted primarily
to remindingsin Blocks 2 and 3. In contrast,componentsand incoherent
12
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subjects continued to use qualitative reasoning extensively in Blocks 2 and
3, suggesting that they were still trying to understandboth the system and its
malfunctions throughout the troubleshooting phase.
The results in Figures 9A, 9B, and 9C shed furtherlight on the asymmetry
of forward and backwardsimulation. As can be seen, subjects in the coherent
and incoherent conditions favored forward reasoning in Block 1, F(1, 90) =
6.27, MSe = 4.487, and F(1, 90) = 28.53, MSe= 4.487, respectively. Components subjects demonstrated only a marginal preference for forward over
backward reasoning in the first block, F(1, 90) = 2.79, MSe = 4.487, p < .10.
In Blocks 2 and 3, direction did not differ for coherent subjects (both Fs <
1), but it did for components subjects, F(1, 90) = 16.05, MSe = 4.487, and
F(1, 90) = 8.05, MSe = 4.487, respectively, as well as for incoherent subjects,
F(1, 90) = 20.31, MSe = 4.487, and F(1, 90) = 11.14, MSe = 4.487, respectively. Consequently, all subjects appear to favor forward reasoning initially,
with this bias disappearing for coherent subjects across blocks, reflecting
their increasing reliance on remindings.

GeneralContentCodes: The GeneralContent
of Explanations
Recall from Table 3 that the content codes are organized hierarchically,
beginning with general codes for topographical, functional, and mechanistic
content, which are then refined into more specific content categories. In this
section, we present results for general content that bear on the issues of
goals, input coherence, and learning over blocks. In the next section, we
present results that address the more detailed level of content coding.
Goals. As noted earlier, the same content codes applied to subjects'
statements during system learning and troubleshooting, suggesting greater
similarity in content than in activity, where the codes differed considerably.
As illustrated in Figures 10A and 10B, however, the distribution of content
varied significantly across phases, F(2, 18) = 14.55, MSe = 314.000. During
system learning, subjects generated functional information (83%) much
more often than mechanistic information (13%) and topographic information
(4%). During troubleshooting, however, subjects still preferred functional
information (60%) but produced mechanistic information (23%) and topographic information (17%) much more often. The proportional increase of
mechanistic information during troubleshooting indicates that subjects
thought more deeply about components during troubleshooting than during
system learning. When trying to understand normal system operation,
subjects were generally satisfied with functional explanations. When trying to understand system malfunctions, however, subjects often found it
necessary to incorporate subcomponents and descriptions of processes into
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their explanations. The increased importance of topography during troubleshooting reflects the importance of search. During troubleshooting, subjects
often used topography to discover candidate faults, namely, components
connected to the symptomatic component. Again, we see strong evidence
that goals constrain explanations considerably.
Input coherence.
Subjects produced different content depending on
the coherence of the input they received. As illustrated in Figure 10A for
system learning, components and incoherent subjects produced roughly
twice as much functional information as did coherent subjects. This difference in functional information is correlated with the difference in instantiations among the coherence conditions in Figure 7: Subjects in the
components and incoherent conditions spent much more time instantiating
components with functional information than did coherent subjects. These
differences again reflect the more extensive search required of components
and incoherent subjects to understand the system. By spending more time
reasoning about individual component functionality, these subjects attempted to overcome input that was difficult to integrate.
Two results from Figure 10A suggest that during system learning, subjects
were concerned about topography (i.e., connections between components).
First, subjects in the coherent and incoherent conditions talked very little
about topography, presumably because the diagrams made it obvious. In
contrast, components subjects talked more about topography. Second, and
conversely, subjects in the coherent and incoherent conditions talked more
about mechanism than did components subjects. Although each of these
differences is nonsignificant, the trends suggest that subjects viewed topography as useful information during system learning and that access to topography facilitates discovering mechanistic information.
Turning to troubleshooting, the primary result of interest again concerns
the importance of topography: As illustrated on Figure 10B, coherent and
incoherent subjects talked about topography more than components subjects,
F(1, 18) = 3.91, MSe = 10.243, p < .07, and F(1, 18) = 12.30, MSe = 10.243.
Because these subjects had learned the system's topography during system
learning, they used it to generate candidate faults during troubleshooting.
Because components subjects had learned little about topography except
what they were able to infer during system learning (Figure 10A), they
adopted different strategies for discovering faults, focusing more on functional and mechanistic information.
Learning over blocks. During system learning, the primary change
across blocks was a monotonic drop in the frequency of functional information, equal in rate for all three coherence conditions. Otherwise, subjects
tended to produce relatively constant, but low, rates of topographic and
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mechanistic information (except for a drop in mechanistic information for
incoherent subjects). Contraryto the progressive deepening hypothesis, subjects did not proceed through explanatory levels by beginning with topographic information in the first block and adding functional and mechanistic
information in later blocks. Consistent with the single-level hypothesis,
subjects worked primarily at establishing a functional explanation of how
the system works normally.
As illustrated in Figures 11A, 11B, and 11C for troubleshooting, all three
types of content decreased monotonically over blocks in each coherence
condition, although the patterns of the decreases varied. In the coherent
condition, topography dropped out almost completely after the first block,
whereas it continued to be important across blocks in the incoherent condition. Coherent subjects' better understanding of the system might have
required less use of topography as learning progressed, whereas incoherent
subjects' weaker grasp of system functionality made topography more important. A second difference concerned the role of functional information
across blocks: Whereas coherent subjects' use of functional information
dropped rapidly over blocks, components and incoherent subjects continued
to use this information extensively. Perhaps because of their weaker understanding of the system, components and incoherent subjects had to perform
qualitative reasoning longer than coherent subjects to learn the symptomfault pairs. As described earlier for activities in Figures 9A, 9B, and 9C, the
extended use of qualitative reasoning by components and incoherent subjects across blocks led to the same conclusion (i.e., longer use of simulation
and search as opposed to an increase in reminding).

Specific ContentCodes:The SpecificContent
of Explanations
In this final results section, we present findings for the specific content codes
in Table 3. Because function was central to subjects' protocols, because few
findings were of interest for the specific topographic codes, and because
there was only one specific mechanistic code, we discuss only data on the
specific codes for function. However, Figures 12A and 12B present the data
on all specific content codes for interested readers.
Goals. As illustrated in Figures 12A and 12B, the distribution of functional information differed considerably between system learning and
troubleshooting. During system learning, subjects primarily produced the
purposes of components, followed by decreasing amounts of forward
input-output, backward input-output, operating parameters, and contingencies. In contrast, during troubleshooting, subjects produced relatively equal
amounts of purposes, forward input-output, backward input-output, operating
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parameters, covariation, contingency, and similarity. This difference further
demonstrates subjects' focus on instantiation during system learning in contrast to their focus on qualitative reasoning during troubleshooting. Whereas
subjects primarily tried to figure out what components did during system
learning, they were more concerned with how components interacted during
troubleshooting. Once again, goals had a substantial effect on explanation.
The primary effect of input coherence during system
Input coherence.
learning was on purpose information: Components and incoherent subjects
produced more than twice as much purpose information during system learning as did coherent subjects, F(1, 90) = 310.71, MSe= 3.593, and F(1, 90) =
112.87, MS, = 3.593, respectively. Consistent with previous results, components and incoherent subjects spent most of their time during system learning
trying to instantiate components with purposive explanations. Although coherent subjects spent much of their time performing this activity as well,
components and incoherent subjects performed it more, because ascertaining
the purposes of components from their less comprehensible input was more
difficult. When components did not fit together easily, it was difficult to
figure out what purpose a component served.
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Learningover blocks. During system learning, the production of purposes, forward input-output, and backward input-output dropped off monotonically across blocks, whereas the production of operating parameters and
contingency continued at relatively constant, but low, rates. Once again,
these results contradict the progressive deepening hypothesis, given the
absence of a qualitative change in understanding across blocks.
During troubleshooting, there were hints of a qualitative change in explanations across blocks. Whereas purposes, forward input-output, backward
input-output, and operating parameters decreased, covariation and contingency tended to increase, although not significantly. In the incoherent condition, operating parameters and similarity also increased somewhat across
blocks. These results suggest modest changes in the functional content of
troubleshooting explanations over time: Whereas purposes and input-output
become decreasingly important, more complex patterns of covariation and
contingency become increasingly important, again suggesting the importance of qualitative reasoning in learning to troubleshoot. This result is
similar to the increased importance of mechanistic information in troubleshooting relative to system learning (see Figures 10A and 10B). In both
cases, subjects appeared to be deepening their knowledge more during troubleshooting than during system learning. The absence of malfunctions in
system learning might cause subjects to be satisfied with relatively superficial understanding, whereas the presence of malfunctions in troubleshooting
might prompt subjects to develop deeper explanations.
DISCUSSION
Consistent with Leake (1991), subjects' explanations depended on their
current goal: The processes used to construct explanations during system
learning had almost nothing in common with those used to construct explanations during troubleshooting. Although subjects produced similar content
in system learning and troubleshooting, the distributions of this information
varied considerably. Such results indicate that people's explanations vary
widely, depending significantly on their current goal.

Explanations During System Learning
During system learning, subjects' goal was to understanda fictional system.
Subjects clearly did not perceive these systems as completely foreign, given
they seemed to have much preexisting knowledge that enabled them to
understand each system's components. As subjects explained a component,
they retrieved knowledge from memory about the kind of component, extracted relevant information from this knowledge, and specialized it to fit the
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current component. Rarely did subjects perform analogy, case-based reasoning, or any other process to understand the system; instead, subjects spent
almost all their time instantiating existing knowledge about components.
Consistent with explanation-based learning (e.g., DeJong & Mooney, 1986;
Mitchell et al., 1986), explanation patterns (Ram, 1992; Schank, 1986), and
frames (e.g., Barsalou, 1992; Barsalou & Hale, 1993; Minsky, 1975), instantiation was central to explanationconstruction.
Although subjects' focused their explanations on components, they did
not explain components independently of one another, contrary to the local
explanation hypothesis. Instead, subjects' ability to explain a component
reflected their understanding of adjoining components. Just knowing which
neighbors were connected to a component was not sufficient for easily
explaining it, contrary to the neighbor connections hypothesis. Instead, understanding the neighbors' functional relations to the component was necessary for explaining it, consistent with the distributed understanding
hypothesis.
Although subjects rarely discussed these functional relations among components explicitly, these relations nevertheless had a substantial effect on
subjects' ability to construct explanations. When relations between adjoining
components were transparent (the coherent condition), subjects produced
explanations much more efficiently than when adjoining relations were not
transparent(the components and incoherent conditions). As subjects instantiated knowledge in memory about a component, they simultaneously considered instantiated knowledge about adjoining components. Thus, subjects'
explanations in some sense were distributed, not local.
The content of subjects' explanations during system learning was almost
entirely functional, focusing on the purposes of components. As subjects
instantiated existing knowledge about a component, they attempted to construct an account of (a) inputs into the component, (b) operations on inputs
within the component, and (c) outputs of the component to subsequent
components. Only rarely did subjects construct a mechanistic account of a
component's behavior that decomposed it into more specific subcomponents. Subjects also only rarely constructed larger groups of components. Contrary to the progressive deepening hypothesis (e.g., Bylander,
1991; Goel, 1989), subjects rarely attempted to develop hierarchically organized explanations within or across learning blocks.
Instead, subjects almost exclusively limited their explanations to the
functional level, consistent with the single-level hypothesis. Over blocks, as
subjects increasingly attempted to understand the system, their explanations
primarily added functional detail to previous functional accounts, ratherthan
becoming increasingly mechanistic. There was absolutely no trend of beginning with topographic explanations and then successively proceeding to
functional and mechanistic accounts.
Last, topography appeared to play an important role in system learning. In
the components condition, when subjects were not told the topography of the
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system, they nevertheless attempted to infer how the components were
connected to each other, discussing topography more than subjects in the
coherent and incoherent conditions who received topography explicitly. The
subjects apparently believed that knowing the connectivity of components
was a necessary aspect of system learning. Conversely, subjects who received topography discussed mechanistic information more than those who
did not, which suggests that knowing topography facilitates the construction
of mechanistic explanations.

ExplanationsDuringTroubleshooting
Subjects' focus during troubleshooting differed substantially from their
focus during system learning. Whereas subjects attempted to explain the
purposes of individual components during system learning, they attempted
to explain relations between components (symptoms and faults) during troubleshooting. To a large extent, the processing of these relations attempted to
establish how faults led to symptoms or how symptoms resulted from faults.
Much in the spirit of qualitative reasoning, subjects attempted to establish
how the qualitative behavior of one component affected the qualitative
behavior of another (e.g., de Kleer & Brown, 1983; Forbus, 1984).
Subjects preferred to reason causally forward from faults to symptoms.
This is surprising because subjects were given the symptoms as cues and had
to generate the faults as responses. Because the symptoms were present
explicitly and the faults were not, one might expect that subjects would have
begun their reasoning with the symptoms, attempting to discover plausible
faults. Instead, subjects' preference to reason from faults to symptoms indicates a preference for forward over backward reasoning: Subjects preferred
to reason in a forward causal direction from an inferred fault to the symptom
it causes, rather than to reason backward from the provided symptom to
possible causes.
Interestingly, forward bias was weaker in the coherent condition than in
the components and incoherent conditions. In fact, forward bias for coherent
subjects disappeared completely in Blocks 2 and 3 of troubleshooting. The
better understanding that coherent subjects acquired during system learning
may have enabled them to reason more flexibly in either direction during
troubleshooting.
In attempting to relate symptoms and faults during troubleshooting, subjects used a much wider set of processes than they did during system learning, when they relied almost exclusively on instantiation. Beside performing
forward reasoning from faults and backward reasoning from symptoms,
subjects also performed topographical search and remindings. Thus, troubleshooting engendered a wider range of explanatory activities than did system
learning, in which subjects were much more single-minded.
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Subjects also considered a wider variety of information during troubleshooting than during system learning. Whereas subjects focused primarily
on functional information during system learning, they were more likely to
include topographical and mechanistic information during troubleshooting.
Subjects considered topographical information because it helped them identify potential faults, and they considered mechanistic information because it
helped them understandand evaluate faults. Moreover, subjects used a much
wider variety of functional information in troubleshooting than they did in
system learning. Whereas subjects primarily considered purposes during
system learning, they also considered inputs, outputs, operating parameters,
covariation, contingency, and functional similarity during troubleshooting.
There was also a hint in the data that subjects' interest in covariation and
contingency increased over trials. This trend can be construed as a type of
progressive deepening, albeit more functional than structural.
Subjects who received topography during system learning not only used
it to understand the system initially, but also used it later during troubleshooting. Coherent and incoherent subjects used their knowledge of topography to help them generate candidate faults during troubleshooting,
whereas components subjects, who did not receive topography, considered it
less often. Coherent and incoherent subjects' use of topography was evident
in their higher rates of topographical search and topographical content.
Finally, troubleshooting exhibited a qualitative change across blocks in
contrast to system learning, when subjects' focus on functional understanding did not waiver. Early on, all subjects primarily performed qualitative
reasoning as they attempted to understand how faults produced symptoms.
Later, subjects' use of qualitative reasoning was replaced by an increasingly
heavy use of remindings (e.g., Gick & Holyoak, 1980; Hammond, 1990;
Kolodner & Simpson, 1989; Ross, 1989a, 1989b). Once subjects established
an understandingof a symptom-fault relation, they tended to be reminded of
it and to use it on later trials.
Interestingly, the availability of topographical information appeared to
increase the number of remindings: Coherent and incoherent subjects, who
learned topography during system learning, exhibited higher levels of reminding during troubleshooting than did components subjects, who did not
learn topography. This suggests that topography provided useful indexes for
storing and later retrieving cases.
Additionally, remindings for coherent subjects increased robustly across
blocks, whereas they actually decreased somewhat for incoherent subjects.
This suggests that topography, which was available for both groups, is not
the sole factor in facilitating remindings. Instead, the quality of the explanations associated with topographical indexes also appears to be important
(Chi et al., 1989; Read & Cesa, 1991). To the extent that a topographical
relation can be integrated with functional and mechanistic information, it
becomes a better index than a superficial topographical connection (another
finding consistent with the distributed understanding hypothesis).
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FutureIssues
This study provides a rich source of information about human explanations.
However, it is important to realize that it constitutes only one of many
possible situations in which people construct explanations. Although our
findings probably capture important general properties of explanations, it is
essential to explore explanations in other situations. Doing so will establish
general properties with more certainty and identify conditions that produce
departures from them.
For example, we have no doubt that people use analogy under certain
conditions to construct explanations (e.g., Collins & Gentner, 1987). What
these conditions are, however, remains to be seen, as do the conditions for
when people prefer instantiation. We also have no doubt that people perform
progressive deepening under certain conditions (Bylander, 1991; Goel,
1989). Again, these conditions remain to be determined. Because explanation is a complex topic that varies considerably across conditions, we should
not expect overly simple accounts of it.
Our data on explanations during system learning raise further issues of
interest. Perhaps most significant, it is not clear how the instantiation process works. What is the nature of the existing knowledge that people bring to
bear on instantiation? How does information in the current situation specify
what relevant background knowledge in memory to utilize? How is relevant
background knowledge configured and transformed to construct specific
explanations? Does this process resemble the proof of explanation-based
learning (e.g., DeJong & Mooney, 1986; Mitchell et al., 1986) or the schemafitting of explanation patterns (Ram, 1992; Schank, 1986)? Much remains to
be learned about the instantiation process in humans.
Also of interest in system learning is the distributed understanding process. Although people did not talk much about relational information while
understanding a system, they nevertheless appeared to use it extensively.
When trying to explain the purposes of individual components, people appeared to rely heavily on their understandings of adjoining components.
What information about adjoining components is critical to this process?
How is information from adjoining components integrated with information
about the focal component? Which explanatory criteria are people trying to
satisfy as they construct these distributed explanations?
Our data on explanations during troubleshooting raise additional issues:
When receiving symptom information, how do people select possible
faults? To what extent do they rely on topographical relations, functional
similarity, and so forth? Once people have identified candidate faults, which
explanatory criteria do they use to evaluate the candidates and select one?
What specific forms do functional and mechanistic reasoning take in this
process, and what roles do they play? How do various types of knowledge
acquired in system learning facilitate search and decision processes in
troubleshooting?
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Finally, our data point to some interesting issues concerning the role of
remindings in troubleshooting. Exactly what sorts of topographical indexes
do people establish initially, and how do these indexes operate later during
search? Also, how do good explanations enhance the use of topography in
remindings (Chi et al., 1989)? How does the quality of knowledge established during system learning affect the quality of remindings later during
troubleshooting?
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